Use the pages in this section to offer further practice with phonics, spelling, and word meanings.

**Sorting with Students** ................................................................. 42
  • Dr. Donald Bear’s suggestions for integrating word sorts as part of word study

**Spelling Word Cards** ............................................................... 44
  • reproducible cards for each week’s words
  • tested, review, and challenge words

**Vocabulary Word Cards** ...................................................... 74
  • reproducible cards for each week’s tested words
  • blank cards for additional words

**Games** .................................................................................. 104
  • *Learning with Games* – suggestions for games that support word study strategies, dictionary skills, and comprehension skills
  • boards, grids, spinners, and other ideas to customize for your class

**Sound-Spelling WorkBoard** ............................................... 117
  • reproducible black-and-white version for individual work
  • pictures for key phonics sounds
  • selected graphic organizers

**Speed Drills** ........................................................................ 119
  • *Using Speed Drills* – tips on using drills to improve fluency
  • reproducible routine for each week’s spelling pattern